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This comprehensive overview of block copolymer micelle nanolithography �BCMN� will discuss
the synthesis of inorganic nanoparticle arrays by means of micellar diblock copolymer approach and
the resulting experimental control of individual structural parameters of the nanopattern, e.g.,
particle density and particle size. Furthermore, the authors will present a combinational approach of
BCMN with conventional fabrication methods, namely, photolithography and electron beam
lithography, which combines the advantages of high-resolution micronanopatterning with fast
sample processing rates. In addition, the authors will demonstrate how these nanoparticle assemblies
can be transferred to polymer substrates with a wide range of elasticity. In the second part of this
report the authors will introduce some of the most intriguing applications of BCMN in biology and
materials science: The authors will demonstrate how nanoparticle arrays may be used as anchor
points to pattern functional proteins with single molecule resolution for studying cellular adhesion
and present a technological roadmap to high-performance nanomaterials by highlighting recent
applications for biomimetic optics and nanowires. © 2011 American Vacuum Society.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nanomaterials show remarkable physical and chemical
properties due to their small size. In 1959, Feynman was the
first to foresee the evolution of nanoscience and nanotech-
nology into a broad interdisciplinary research field with im-
portant applications in industry when he spoke about “the
problem of manipulating and controlling things on a small
scale.”1–4 The synthesis of nanosized objects in predefined
patterns remains a challenge and there is ongoing demand for
innovative fabrication methods to generate nanoscale mate-
rials and devices. As a general rule, two strategies for nano-
fabrication can be identified: “top down” and “bottom up.”

Top-down strategies encompass methods such as
photolithography,5,6 x-ray lithography,7,8 electron beam
�e-beam�,9 and focused ion beam �FIB� �Refs. 10 and 11�
lithography. Photolithography and optical lithography are the
two most widely used conventional nanofabrication tech-
nologies in the semiconductor industry due to their high
throughput in sample processing.12 However, as they use
light, the method is theoretically diffraction limited and
structural dimensions below 100 nm are hardly accessible.
Cutting-edge interference and immersion methods employ
deep and extreme ultraviolet lasers as a radiation source to
obtain sub-30-nm resolution.13 Similar to e-beam and FIB
lithography a photomask is not needed in this case. However,
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all of these methods require highly specialized expensive
technical equipment and the sample processing rates are lim-
ited by the scanning speed.

Bottom-up strategies use the self-organization of mol-
ecules to generate structured materials without external
intervention.14 Throughout nature, self-assembly is the domi-
nating fabrication concept for inorganic and biological
systems.15–17 In materials science and nanofabrication, self-
assembly based methods are particularly attractive as they
are generally inexpensive and widely applicable and can
even reach subnanometer resolution.18,19 Two types of self-
assembly can be distinguished: dynamic and static.17 Dy-
namic systems such as biological cells possess the ability to
link the dissipation of energy to processes that create mo-
lecular order in the cell, i.e., pattern formation. As a result
they are able to reorganize themselves autonomously in re-
sponse to their environment. Static systems, such as molecu-
lar crystals, self-organize into structures which represent the
minimum of their free energy or are kinetically trapped in an
intermediate energy state and therefore remain stable, a pre-
requisite for manufacturing. Several methods and strategies
have been developed to utilize static self-assembly for nano-
science and technology. Examples include self-assembled
monolayers,18,20 block copolymer lithography,21–24 and col-
loidal lithography.25,26 In most of these self-assembled sys-
tems, extended and periodic structures are formed from indi-
vidual building blocks such as molecules and particles,
which also set their characteristic length scale. Spatial con-
trol and guided organization of individual nanometer-sized
objects into aperiodic morphologies, however, is extremely

18,27–29
challenging. One way of creating aperiodic morpholo-
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gies is through chemical or topographical manipulation of
the substrate prior to patterning. This enables a selective or-
ganization into predefined templates by either van der Waals,
ionic interactions, or covalent binding.30,31 Furthermore, it is
possible to deposit molecules directly using lithographic
methods such as microcontact printing ��CP� �Refs. 32–34�
or dip-pen nanolithography �DPN�.35,36 There molecular
building blocks are used as “ink” which is layered �DPN� or
stamped ��CP� from a conventionally fabricated master onto
selected areas on a solid substrate. Hereafter, these self-
assembled materials can be used directly as a lithographic
resist for further modification and processing. Examples in-
clude scanning probe lithography based technologies such as
nanografting,37,38 near-field scanning optical lithography,39

and nanoimprint lithography.40 As these three examples
show, the combination of bottom-up strategies with conven-
tional top-down technology is the key to successful user-
defined nanopatterning.

In this overview we want to present nanolithography with
diblock copolymer micelles as an intriguing bottom-up ap-
proach for high-throughput nanoparticle synthesis in well-
aligned and organized patterns and demonstrate their appli-
cability for the fabrication of nanostructured functional
materials and devices. We start with the experimental aspects
that account for the great versatility of this approach in nan-
oresearch, followed by a discussion of some of the most
recent applications for biology and materials science. A com-
prehensive list of publications with detailed information is
given in Table I.

II. BLOCK COPOLYMER MICELLE
NANOLITHOGRAPHY

Block copolymer nanolithography70 and in particular
block copolymer micelle nanolithography �BCMN� �Refs. 71
and 72� are fascinating methods for nanopatterning in a size
range below 100 nm, a range that is hardly accessible by
technically less sophisticated standard lithographic tech-

TABLE I. BCMN: Methods and applications.

References

Nanoparticle synthesis and nanopatterning
Particle spacing 41 and 42

Particle size 43–45
Micronanopatterning 46, 42, and 47–50

Nanostructured flexible materials 51 and 52

Biological applications of BCMN
Biofunctionalization of nanoparticles 50 and 53

Cell studies 41 and 54–64

Materials science applications for BCMN
Antireflective interfaces 65

Photonic materials 66
Growth of inorganic/organic nanowires 46, 67–69, and 149
niques. BCMN is based on the spontaneous formation of
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microphase-separated morphologies from amphiphilic block
copolymers and the long-range alignment of the newly cre-
ated subunits into extended nanopatterns.73

Block copolymers are compounds consisting of blocks of
different monomers. In the case of polystyrene�x�-
block-poly�2-vinylpyridine��y� �PS�x�-b-P2VP�y��, one mol-
ecule contains two polymer blocks, PS and P2VP, which are
linked by a covalent bond at their respective ends. When
dissolved in toluene the polymer molecules are present in
form of single chains. Above a certain concentration, the
“critical micelle concentration” �CMC�, the molecules start
to organize themselves into spherical micelles while the
number of individual free chains in solution remains
constant.74–76 Since toluene is a solvent highly selective to
polystyrene, micellation takes place: the PS block forms the
outer micellar shell whereas the less soluble P2VP block
forms the core.77 This core-shell configuration represents a
nanoreactor that enables the selective dissolution of metal
precursor salts into every micelle.78,79 The loading rate of the
micelles is defined by the stoichiometric ratio of metal salt
versus the number of vinyl pyridine units. In equilibrium the
distribution of the precursor in the micelles varies only mar-
ginally between the micelles.80 Both the thermodynamic
properties of the micellar solution and the kinetic stability of
the micelles are affected by the incorporation of metal ions
into the micellar core. Adding metal salt to a PS-b-P2VP
micellar solution in toluene causes ionic interactions between
the metal salt and P2VP chains, which, in turn, decreases the
CMC significantly due to an increased incompatibility be-
tween the solvent and the P2VP/metal salt complex. As a
consequence the micellar structure is kinetically trapped and
micelles dissociate very slowly.79,81 A schematic depiction of
the micellization process of diblock copolymers is shown in
Fig. 1�a�.

A micellar monolayer can be formed by either spin or dip
coating a substrate. Dip coating has the advantage of fast and
uniform decoration of plain and curved substrates with high
accuracy regardless of substrate size. During sample retrac-
tion, the micelles are organized into a quasihexagonal mono-
layer on the substrate surface �Figs. 2�a�–2�f��. The driving
force for this assembly process is the emerging capillary
force during solvent evaporation at the immersion edge �Fig.
1�b��. The lateral order of the micelles is a result of the
balance between attractive capillary forces and repulsive
electrostatic and steric interactions. Afterward, the polymer
matrix is removed by exposing the sample to hydrogen or
oxygen plasma, which leaves only metal or metal oxide clus-
ters on the surface �Figs. 2�e�–2�h��.82 Side view transmis-
sion electron microscopy images revealed that the particles
are nearly spherical in shape �Fig. 2�j��.72 Various particle
compositions such as pure metal clusters �Au, Ag, Pd, Pt, Co,
and Ni�,43,46,72,82 metal alloys such as FePt,83,84 and oxides
�TiO2, Fe2O3, and ZnO� �Ref. 84� have been generated using
the respective precursor salt. Noble metal nanoparticles are
of special interest for various applications85 due to their par-

ticle size and shape at the nanoscale, which is reflected in
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their unique and superioroptical,86–89 electronic,90,91 and
catalytic92,93 properties compared to bulk metals.

The two biggest advantages of micelle nanolithography
are its applicability to a wide range of different substrate
materials and shapes and the significant mechanical stability
of the deposited nanoparticles on the substrate in comparison
to other nanoparticle deposition methods �e.g., pure
evaporation-based processes�. The choice of substrate mate-
rial is influenced by two important material properties. Most
importantly it must be persistent against solvent and plasma
processing. Different substrates such as glass, silicon, dia-
mond, sapphire, SrTiO3, and mica have been used success-
fully for BCMN.72,82 The second crucial property is the me-
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FIG. 1. �Color� Schematic illustration of the concept of block copolymer
micelle nanolithography: �a� poly�styrene�-block-poly�2-vinylpyridine�
�PS-b-P2VP� diblock copolymers are dissolved in toluene. By adding a
metal salt precursor to the solution, metal ions diffuse into the micellar core
leading to an equally distributed amount of precursor inside each micelle.
�b� An extended monolayer of micelles is formed on top of a solid substrate
by dip coating. The polymer is then removed by a subsequent plasma treat-
ment of the substrate, reducing the precursor salt into hexagonally aligned
individual metal nanoparticles.
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FIG. 2. Particle spacing can be controlled on the nanometer scale by using
diblock copolymers with different molecular weight. Top row �a�–�d�: SE
micrographs of micellar monolayers prior to plasma treatment. Bottom row
�e�–�h�: SE micrographs of Au nanoparticle arrays after removal of the
polymer shell and reduction of the precursor salt to elemental gold by hy-
drogen plasma treatment. �j� TE micrograph of gold nanoparticle synthe-
sized by BCMN �a�–�h� modified from Ref. 41. The inset of �a�–�h� shows
Fourier analysis data of the respective image indicating the order of the

nanoparticle pattern.
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chanical stability of the nanoparticles on the substrate. It is a
highly desired feature of nanoparticle arrays that the nano-
particles neither diffuse laterally on the surface nor coalesce
to larger particles at high temperatures. While nanoparticles
stick very well to mica, glass, GaAs, Si wafer, or SiOx wafer,
they stick less firmly to SrTiO3. The cause for higher stabil-
ity on some surfaces is the modification of the interface be-
tween nanoparticle and substrate by the plasma process.
Gold nanoparticles, for example, get partly embedded into
glass or SiOx layers on Si wafers during the plasma process,
giving the nanoparticle its superb mechanical stability.

BCMN is a straightforward approach to nanoparticle fab-
rication and patterning but when it comes to functional ap-
plications, precise control over structural parameters
�namely, particle spacing and size� is crucial. The size, shape,
and spacing of noble metal particles, for example, determine
their optical properties.94–97 When studying biological sys-
tems, the precise location of nanoparticles on interfaces also
plays a crucial role.41,54–59,98

In Sec. II A we will discuss in detail the experimental
factors that influence interparticle spacing and particle size
and demonstrate how both parameters can be controlled in-
dependently of each other.

A. Control of nanoparticle spacing

From an experimental viewpoint several parameters that
influence the spatial distribution of nanoparticles due to
block copolymer micelle self-assembly can be varied: �i� the
micellar size, �ii� the amount of metal precursor that is
loaded into the micelles, �iii� the concentration of the poly-
mer solution,99 and �iv� the retraction speed of the substrate
from the micellar solution.54,100,101

The micellar size can be controlled by increasing the
polymer length, the amount of metal precursor per
micelle,42,71 and by adding small amounts of water, which
then diffuse into the polar micellar core. Because a greater
volume fraction of incorporated metal ions leads to stronger
interactions between the ionized PVP block and the nonpolar
solvent, the size of the micelles increases as well, resulting in
a lower packing density when the micelles are transferred to
the substrate.79 Modifying the metal salt concentration in the
polymer solution also influences the size of the resulting
nanoparticles. Nonetheless, varying the amount of metal salt
in the solution has only marginal influence on particle spac-
ing and allows little variability. Changing the molecular
weight of the diblock copolymer to form larger micelles102 is
another approach to control interparticle spacing �Fig. 2�.
The disadvantage of varying the polymer length is that it is
time consuming to adjust particles made from different poly-
mers to be identical in size. This requires optimizing the
loading rate for every polymer and every desired spacing
distance.

How to achieve the greatest variability with a minimum
of time and effort? Two approaches have proven to be suc-
cessful: changing the concentration of the copolymer in the
micellar solution when working with a single diblock co-

polymer �Fig. 3� �Ref. 103� or varying the speed at which the
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substrate is retracted from the micellar solution during coat-
ing. By modifying the retraction velocity we were able to
produce continuous gradients of particle spacings between
60 and 250 nm using only four different micelle solutions
�see Fig. 4�. In all our experiments an increase in retraction
velocity yielded tighter spacing between nanoparticles after
plasma treatment. As reported by Darhuber et al.,104 two pa-
rameters influence the thickness of a film deposited on a
substrate by dip coating perpendicular to a fluid interface: the
retraction velocity at which the sample is withdrawn from
the solution and the viscosity of the solution. This coincides
with our observations that adding more polymer to the tolu-
ene solution, thus increasing its viscosity, correspondingly
results in a tighter particle density.

B. Controlling the particle size

The particle size is restricted by the amount of metal salt
that can be incorporated into the micellar core and thus di-
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FIG. 3. Particle spacing as a function of the polymer concentration exempli-
fied for PS�1780�-b-P2VP�520�.
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FIG. 4. Particle spacing as a function of the retraction velocity. The spacing
between the nanoparticles is altered depending on the speed at which the
substrate is pulled out of the micellar solution during coating. Using the
same polymer solution, the difference in interparticle spacing of gold clus-
ters can be varied up to 40 nm simply by alternating the retraction velocity,

thus allowing the production of spacing gradients.
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rectly correlates with the molecular weight of the PVP block.
Particle diameters range from approximately 1 to 12 nm. To
obtain larger diameters it is necessary to implement an addi-
tional growing or postloading step, which allows for the en-
largement of the established surface-confined metal particles.
Electroless deposition by hydroxylamine seeding provides a
method for the selective enlargement of colloidal Au par-
ticles in solution and on substrates.105,106 During hydroxy-
lamine seeding, the existing Au metal particles act as cata-
lytic nuclei for the electroless deposition of metal ions from
the surrounding solution using hydroxylamine �NH2OH� as
the reducing agent. Since the reduction of metal ions on the
surface of deposited nanoparticles is kinetically more favor-
able than the reduction rate for metal ions in solution, the
nucleation of new particles is prevented and metal ions add
to the growth of existing nanoparticles.107 As a result the
nanoparticles turn out to be similar in size.

The difficulty of using hydroxylamine seeding for particle
enlargement lies in preventing surface-confined metal par-
ticles from parting from the surface into the solution. Be-
cause the nanoparticles are not covalently bound to the sub-
strate, it is important to stabilize them before additional
growth. Otherwise detaching nanoparticles can destroy the
spatial geometry of the nanopattern. Stabilization can be
achieved either by embedding the nanoparticles into a matrix
of alkyl siloxane molecules or by using the diblock copoly-
mer matrix directly as a stabilizing template.43 The gold par-
ticles, although they are embedded into the matrix, are not
fully covered by it, allowing subsequent hydroxylamine
seeding. For example, when using 7 nm particles the height
of the surrounding layer corresponds to approximately one-
third of the particle diameter. By varying the type of metal
used for seeding and the interparticle distance, the precise
preparation of highly ordered monometallic and bimetallic
core-shell nanostructures is possible.44 However, depending
on the surface chemistry of the monolayer matrix, embed-
ding the particles can be difficult and undesirable. In com-
parison, using the polymer shell of the micelles themselves
as a stabilizing template offers a fast and substrate indepen-
dent approach. During the initial phase of plasma treatment
the outermost parts of the polymer matrix are etched off
without disturbing the polymer film on the substrate. It is
during these first few minutes of plasma treatment that the
metal particles in the micelles become exposed and elemen-
tal particles are formed, which are needed as seeds for the
following hydroxylamine reduction.82 This intramicellar ap-
proach represents a fast and substrate independent procedure
that offers a very broad applicability. Scanning electron �SE�
micrographs for Au, Pt, and Pd particle arrays before �upper
panel� and after �lower panel� electroless deposition are
shown in Fig. 5.

C. Micronanopatterning

The ambition to optimize the production of nanopatterned
surfaces has led to combining BCMN, a bottom-up ap-
proach, with conventional top-down technology. As a result

it has become possible to generate any desired particle con-
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figuration, ranging from micron-sized nanopatterned corals
down to a single particle �Fig. 6�.108 As an additional advan-
tage the number of particles on the surface can be adjusted
independent of interparticle spacing.

The top-down methods that have been used in combina-
tion with BCMN are listed in Table II and three of them are
depicted in Fig. 6. The techniques published thus far can be
divided into two groups, those using serial processes and
those working with parallel process technology. The first
group, which includes most top-down methods, involves di-
rect modification of the micelles by localized irradiation with
UV light,47 electrons,42 or ions.48 Speaking in favor of these
methods is their high resolution with respect to feature size
but at the same time the limited overall surface area that can
be patterned in a reasonable amount of time poses a signifi-
cant limitation. One example that uses serial processes is
e-beam lithography, which allows for the patterning of user-
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FIG. 6. �Color� Micronanopatterning. �a� Micellar electron beam lithography
beam, followed by the removal of nonirradiated micelles. Subsequent hydro
�b� Microcontact deprinting: a topographically micropatterned PS stamp i
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FIG. 5. Au, Pt, and Pd particles grown by intramicellar electroless deposi-
tion. SE micrographs of Au, Pt, and Pd particles on glass cover slips before
�top; 7 nm initial size� and after �bottom; 25 nm� particle growth. Adapted
from Ref. 43.
�e� plasma treatment. �d� and �e� are reproduced from Ref. 71.
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defined arrays of individual nanoparticles on conductive as
well as nonconductive substrates by pinning down single mi-
celles with an electron beam �Fig. 6�a��.42,46 On the down-
side, only a few square millimeters can be patterned over the
course of several hours. Parallel process technology, in com-
parison, allows much faster sample processing but thus far
has failed to achieve feature sizes in the submicron range.
Examples for parallel processes include the deposition of mi-
celles into prestructured cavities and microcontact printing of
micelles.109,110 While standard microcontact printing can lead
to the formation of multilayers with a random particle order
at the edges of the stamp, this can be avoided by using a
microcontact deprinting approach as reported by Chen et al.
�Fig. 6�b��.49 Nevertheless, it can be said that there is no “one
size fits all” solution for producing a desired nanopattern
using these approaches and more often than not a compro-
mise between feature size and processing rate has been the
determining factor when deciding which is the method of
choice.

To address this predicament we recently developed an ap-
proach for the fabrication of square centimeter-sized surface
areas of nanostructured microcorals by using photolithogra-
phy and e-beam lithography on a photoresist applied to the
nanoparticle array. By using a resist, instead of irradiating
the micellar film directly, we were able to expedite the pro-
cessing rate over 200 times compared to previous methods
with submicron resolution �Fig. 6�c��.50 The considerably im-
proved turnover rates are particularly relevant for biological
screening applications, where high sample throughput is es-
sential.
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D. Nanoparticle transfer to flexible nonconductive
substrates

Hydrogels of water soluble, nontoxic, and protein-
repellent poly�ethylene glycol�-diacrylate �PEG-DA� macro-
molecules are of particular interest for biological applica-
tions due to their exceptional material properties. Defined by
Young’s modulus �EY�, a measure of the stiffness of an iso-
tropic elastic material, hydrogels are characterized by their
adjustable stiffness. The two parameters that determine the
tensility of the hydrogel are the molecular weight of the
PEG-DA molecule and the water content �CH2O� of the aque-
ous PEG-DA solution prior to polymerization. The stiffness
of the gels can be adjusted within four orders of magnitude
�0.6 kPa�EY�MW ,CH2O��6 MPa�, covering the elasticity
of all tissues found in the human body �Fig. 7�.51

BCMN is a method that is limited to inorganic supports
and is not suitable for flexible polymer-based materials.
Polymers, such as polystyrene �PS�, polydimethylsiloxane
�PDMS�, or PEG-DA, are either dissolved by the micelle
solution, degraded by plasma treatment, or both. To circum-
vent this limitation we have developed a technique that en-
ables the transfer of nanoparticles from rigid supports such
as glass or silicon to flexible polymeric substrates.52 In a first
step, unsaturated transfer linker molecules are covalently
bound to the nanoparticles on the rigid substrate. Then, the
supported nanoparticles are covered with a polymer cast.

TABLE II. Processes for fabrication of micronanostructures.

Method F

Electron beam irradiation onmicellar monolayer
Focused ion beam irradiation onmicellar monolayer

UV irradiation on micellar monolayer
Microcontact printing of micellar solution

Microcontact deprinting of micellar monolayer
UV resist lithography with particle removal

E-beam resist lithography with particle removal
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FIG. 7. �Color� Young’s moduli �EY� of PEG-DA hydrogels polymerized
with different initial water contents could be varied over four orders of
magnitude from glassy PEG-700-DA �6 MPa� to gelatinous PEG-35000-DA
�0.6 kPa�. Inset: �a� cryo scanning electron micrograph of PEG-20000-DA
surface after Au nanoparticle transfer procedure. Scale bar 100 nm. �b�
Plasmon absorbance of Au nanoparticles on PEG-DA hydrogels after growth
by electroless deposition. Here: extended nanostructures on PEG-700-DA

sample. Adapted from Ref. 51.
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Linkers functionalized with PEG hydrogel diacrylate �DA�
are immobilized onto the gold nanoparticle surface and then
covered with PEG-DA. Subsequent UV radiation of the
polymer cast results in cross-linking of the PEG-DA and the
nanoparticle immobilized linker within the PEG-DA cast. In
the case of hydrophobic polymers such as PS and PDMS,
2-propene-1-thiol is used as a transfer linker. Afterward, the
polymer cast is cured by solvent evaporation or cross-linking
through exposure to high temperatures. During this step the
linker molecules form a connection between the gold par-
ticles and the solidified polymer. Finally, the inorganic sup-
port is removed by mechanical peeling or chemical etching
�Fig. 8�c��.

The right choice of linker is crucial for efficient particle
transfer in this experiment. Without effective linkage
nanometer-sized pores are generated on top of the polymer
surface corresponding to the negative cast of the nanoparticle
template �Fig. 8�d��. Using this strategy, we were able to
transfer nanoparticles to PEG-DA hydrogels independent of
the hydrogel’s mechanical properties.
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FIG. 8. �Color� �a� Gold nanoparticles can be transferred to polymeric ma-
terials using an appropriate transfer linker. The linker is covalently bound to
the particles and cross-linked into the polymer cast. After curing and lift-off,
the particles are completely transferred into the polymer surface. �b� In
absence of linker molecules a porous imprint is generated. �c� and �d� SE
micrographs of PDMS �c� with and �d� without gold particles. Adapted from
eatur
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These results represent an important advancement of
BCMN with a great perspective for future applications in cell
biology and tissue engineering.60,111

III. NANOPARTICLE APPLICATIONS

A. Nanoparticle interfaces in biology

The awareness that biological life takes place on a mo-
lecular level and recent advances in nanoscale research have
opened the door for many new developments in the field of
molecular life sciences. The ability to produce a wide variety
of biologically active materials to influence cell behavior at
the nanoscale60,111–113 has fueled interest in nanobiotechnol-
ogy applications ranging from biosensors,114 protein
arrays,115 and molecular motors116 to engineered
nanopores,117 nanotubes,118 and computing.119

In all these applications biological compounds are func-
tionalized to a solid nanopatterned surface by covalent link-
age. However, because the functional properties of proteins
and DNA depend on their orientation,120 maintaining the bio-
logical activity of surface-immobilized biomolecules poses a
great difficulty. Gold nanoparticle arrays have proven to be
particularly suitable as a platform for site-directed function-
alization of biomolecules.50,53,121 One example is the selec-
tive coupling of histidine-tagged proteins L1, agrin, and
N-cadherin to gold nanoparticles using a mono-NTA-thiol
linker system by Wolfram et al. �Fig. 9�.53 Unspecific protein
adsorption to the glass substrate was avoided by a
covalent122 or electrostatically123 bound monolayer of poly-
�ethylene glycol� between the particles. This technique is
widely applicable for the display of his-tagged proteins in a
site-specific manner on a substrate with predefined lateral
spacing and an evenly distributed high concentration of ac-
tive molecules.

Cell adhesion research is one area where extensive studies
with peptide-functionalized substrates have been conducted.
The key player in mediating cell adhesion to the surrounding
extracellular matrix �ECM� is a certain class of transmem-
brane receptors, the so-called integrin family.124 A prominent
recognition sequence for integrins found in many ECM com-

10 µm 2

a b

FIG. 9. �Color online� Gold nanoparticle arrays can be selectively decorate
surfaces �a� and �b� are passivated with protein-repellent poly�ethylene glyco
Ni2+. The NTA-Ni complex now functions as an acceptor for histidine-tagg
bilized via histidine-tagged protein A. �d� Illustration depicting the immobil
ponents is a peptidic sequence consisting of three amino ac-
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ids: arginine, glycine, and aspartic acid �RGB: arginine-
glycine-aspartic acid�.125 Several groups have shown that the
density and lateral distribution of cell-adhesive ligands are
crucial for cell adhesion and survival.126–128 For investigating
in greater detail the molecular interactions between cells and
the ECM, such as the number of receptor-ligand interactions
necessary for cell survival or the spatial constraints of the
ligand, the application of user-defined nanopatterns presents
a very promising approach. BCMN enabled the investigation
of the molecular interaction of individual transmembrane
proteins with biofunctionalized gold particles, which led to
striking new insights into the cooperation of transmembrane
proteins. These experiments showed that cell adhesion was
impaired above a certain spacing threshold. The ability of
several cell types to adhere to substrates with RGD-
functionalized gold nanoparticles decreased dramatically
above separation distances of 58 nm �Fig. 10�.41 Based on
the following three observations, the effect was attributed to
the necessity of �v�3 integrin clustering for proper focal con-
tact formation:56,57,61,129 The reduced number of adhering
cells, a decrease in the cell spreading area, and a reduced
adhesion force on nanoparticles spaced greater than 58 nm
apart.58,59,98 This has led to the use of spacing gradients to
study how cells are able to sense spatial variations of single
binding sites for adhesion receptors and the consequences on
cell polarization and migration.54,62 Investigating the dy-
namic response of MC3T3 osteoblasts on an RGD-
nanoparticle gradient revealed that a minimal special differ-
ence of 15 nm/mm is required for cells to polarize on particle
pattern with separation distances ranging from 50 to 80 nm
along the substrate. The osteoblasts polarized toward a
higher density of adhesion ligands while their morphology
changed between radial �for a ligand spacing of �50 nm� to
strongly elongated �for a spacing of �80 nm�. These experi-
ments provide evidence for the ability of cells to sense spa-
tial variations of single adhesion binding sites presented by
the artificial extracellular environment with single nanometer
accuracy across the cell. Nanopatterned interfaces are also a
powerful method to mimic cell-cell contacts. One example is
the regulation of neuron attachment and neurite outgrowth
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presented on a nanopattern �GRASP: ‘immunoglobulin-like
restricted axonal surface protein’; DM: protein is expressed
in the dorsal funiculus and central midline of the spinal
chord�.63,64 Jaehrling et al. showed that reduced cell re-
sponse, cell attachment, and neurite formation were ob-
served, depending on the DM-GRASP density on the sur-
face. DM-GRASP molecules on the gold nanoparticles do
transinteract with DM-GRASP molecules in the plasma
membrane of neurons, binding to spectrin, a heterotetramer
in the cortical cytoskeleton. Particularly at a spacing of 70
nm a significantly reduced cellular response was observed
that appeared to be independent from the overall relationship
of neurite formation and particle density and could not be
explained by reduced ligand density alone. Modeling the
DM-GRASP-spectrin connection for different distances re-
vealed that the formation of a stable spectrin network is hin-
dered for 70 nm separation distance due to geometrical rea-
sons. On substrates with 29, 54, and 86 nm spacings, each
spectrin heterotetramer can be linked to three binding sites,
while on 70 nm spaced patterns, only two binding sites of the
spectrin heterotetramer to transinteracting DM-GRASP mol-
ecules are possible. This observation is another intriguing
example how patterning of single proteins with nanometer
resolution could translate into cellular response. Nanoparticle
assemblies can also serve as templates for DNA nanostamp-
ing or protein nanoarrays with potential applications as bio-
sensors. Stellacci and co-workers reported on a method
where they used gold nanoparticles as a master for the pro-
duction of DNA nanoarrays. This allowed them to take ad-
vantage of both the parallel fabrication technique and the
nanoscale resolution of the micellar process.130 Overall, the
ability to pattern several square centimeter large arrays of
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FIG. 10. Cell adhesion mediated by �v�3 integrin is dependent on the spac-
ing of cRGDfK functionalized gold nanoparticles. �a� Cell spreading is im-
paired on substrates with interparticle distances greater than 58 nm. �b� On
the molecular level this effect is attributed to the fact that integrins must be
in close proximity to each other for cluster formation. �c� The number of
viable cells on a given substrate decreases when a threshold spacing of 58
nm is exceeded. �d� and �e� Cells attach and align to micronanostructures
which promote cell adhesion when particles are spaced apart 58 nm or less.
Adapted from Ref. 41.
functional proteins with user-defined resolutions down to the
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single molecule level on a microscope glass slide makes
BCMN a superior tool to study cell-surface or cell-cell
interactions.50,53

B. Materials science applications

Nanoparticle arrays are an excellent platform for func-
tional material applications. The particles can, for example,
serve as a mask for sputter deposition, as a resist for reactive
ion etching �RIE�, or as catalytically active seeds for nano-
wire growth. In the latter case, gold nanoparticles represent
distinct anchor points for the deposition of inorganic and
organic molecules. Examples for subsequent processing of
nanoparticle templates are given in Fig. 11. Technological
applications include templates for surface patterning,131,132

high-density data storage devices,133,134 quantum
computers,135 and optical materials such as photonic
crystals66 and antireflective coatings.136,137

Nanoparticle arrays can be used as a shadow mask for the
production of nanopore arrays. After the deposition of thin
metal layers between the surface-bound nanoparticles, the
particles are then removed by mechanical or chemical treat-
ment, revealing a porous film. This is exemplarily shown for
a TiOx layer with 20 nm pores and a pore density greater
than 109 pores /cm2 �Fig. 11�a��. The pore diameters reflect
the original particle size. By controlling the nanopattern
properties as described above, a wide variety of porous sub-
strates with tunable pore size and density becomes acces-
sible. Besides potential sensor applications,138,139 nanopore
arrays can be used as template materials for the fabrication of
nanowires140,141 and photonic structures.142

Metallic nanoparticles can also be used as a mask for RIE
of the supporting material. The success of this approach was
demonstrated for the fabrication of semiconductor quantum
structures.133,143 Gold nanoparticles were deposited on a
quantum well surface �a GaAs or In0.1Ga0.9As quantum well

Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) Nanowire growth
Nanoporous

metal films

Particle lift off

400 nm 200 nm 2 µm

a b c

FIG. 11. �Color� Gold nanoparticles arrays can serve as a nanofabrication
template for further sample processing. �a� Nanopore arrays are generated
by using the particle array as a template for sputter deposition and subse-
quent removal of the nanoparticles. �b� Pillar arrays can be generated by
using the nanoparticles as a masking material for reactive ion etching. �c�
The particles are used as a seed for the growth of inorganic and organic
materials directly on the particles. Adapted from Ref. 46.
deposited on a GaAs wafer� fabricated with molecular beam
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epitaxy. Using mild plasma conditions, dry etching of the
sample resulted in an array of hexagonally ordered freestand-
ing quantum wires with an aspect ratio of 1:10.

The use of controlled nanotopography for damping sur-
face reflections also greatly improves the performance of
functional optical materials. A fascinating example can be
found in nature: compound eyes of specific moth and butter-
fly species are equipped with a periodic array of
subwavelength-structured protuberances, which create an ef-
fective gradation of the refractive index between air and the
cornea interface. Such a “moth eye structure” �MOES� re-
duces reflections from the surface of the chitin lens of insect
eyes, while light transmission is increased at the same time.
The significance of damping surface reflections becomes evi-
dent when considering that even glass transmits only about
92% of the incoming light due to reflection losses.

To fabricate artificial moth eye structures, a gold nanopar-
ticle template is used as a mask for a reactive ion etching
process. The etching rate of gold nanoparticles is slower than
that of the glass substrate which results in a nanostructured
surface. The spacing of the individual nanostructures re-
sembles the spacing of the nanoparticle mask, making it easy
to tune. Depending on process conditions and substrate, a
variety of different nanostructures can be fabricated. On
fused silica substrates pillarlike protrusions with a user-
defined height between 90 and 180 nm can be created �Figs.
12�a� and 12�b��. Altering the process also allows changing
the shape of the nanostructures to a more conelike form with
a fixed height of about 250 nm. Influencing the shape and
height of these nanostructures significantly influences at
which wavelength transmission is highest. Pillarlike moth
eye structures cause an increase in transmission, especially in
the UV range. Optimizing structure height for a wavelength
of 248 nm increases transmission more than 6% compared to
an unstructured sample �Fig. 12�e��. Conelike structures, in
comparison, are not as effective in the UV range due to a
broader height distribution, which results in increased scat-
tering at short wavelengths. Nevertheless, they are very ef-
fective at wavelengths starting from around 350 nm and have
a broadband effect because of a less steep change of the
refractive index. They increase transmission from the visible
spectrum to the infrared, reaching a maximum of 99.8% be-
tween about 390 and 430 nm �Fig. 12�f��. MOES fabrication
with this technique is not limited to fused silica substrates.
Other kinds of glasses, such as borosilicate glasses, can also
be processed, resulting in conelike nanostructures �Fig.
12�c��.144

Conventional antireflective coatings consist of thin films
with a different refraction index than the substrate on which
they are mounted. These coatings have several disadvantages
which limit their functionality and usage: their performance
depends on the angle of incidence and they are compara-
tively narrow banded. Furthermore, their temperature stabil-
ity is limited as their coefficient of expansion is usually dif-
ferent from the substrate and the number of available
materials with a suitable and stable index of refraction is,

145
especially in the UV range, limited. In contrast, moth eye
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structures display none of these limitations. The possibility
to fabricate moth eye structures on both plane and curved
substrates like lenses �Fig. 12�d�� as well as the fact that it is
a fast and cheap method to increase transmission and reduce
reflection of light makes it the method of choice for improv-
ing the performance of functional devices such as projection
optics or solar cells.145

In addition to changing the optical properties of a mate-
rial, nanopillar arrays can also reduce the coefficient of
friction146 and influence cell adhesion of human fibroblast
cells.147 Moreover, the topography of a surface has a signifi-
cant impact on its wettability.148 A difference of the contact
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FIG. 12. �Color� �a�–�c� SE micrographs of different artificial moth eye
structures �45° viewing angle�. �a� and �b� Pillarlike structures on fused
silica with a height of about �a� 90 nm and �b� approximately 180 nm. �c�
Conelike structures, approximately 90 nm tall, fabricated on borosilicate
glass. The spacing between the individual structures in �a�–�c� is about 85
nm. �d� This photograph of a processed lens demonstrates the antireflective
effect. The transition between the structured �bottom� and unstructured �top�
areas is indicated by the white arrow �picture adapted from Ref. 65�. �e� and
�f� Transmittance measurements of flat fused silica substrates decorated with
moth eye structures on both sides compared to nonstructured samples. Pil-
larlike structures �e� show increased transmittance in the UV range whereas
conelike structures with a height of about 250 nm �f� increase transmittance
over a broad spectral range.
angle of about 100° was observed between unstructured and
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nanostructured samples, which corresponds to a substantial
change of the surface properties from hydrophilic to hydro-
phobic without modification of the surface chemistry.144 The
water-repellent self-cleaning properties are solely a result of
surface topology.

Particle templates may also be used as a catalytic seed for
site-directed and controlled growth of inorganic46,149 and or-
ganic one-dimensional �1D� nanowires.67–69,149 Inorganic
ZnO nanowires were grown by vapor-liquid-solid phase
transport from nanoparticle templates consisting of gold
clusters on a sapphire substrate.133 Bulk Zn was heated up to
temperatures higher than the Au-Zn eutectic point �between
500 and 900 °C� under argon flow. During the process Au
clusters are saturated by the Zn vapor, leading to the forma-
tion of Au-Zn alloy nanodroplets. Further deposition of reac-
tant molecules as a vapor, which adsorbs on to the liquid
surface and diffuses into the droplet, leads to the epitaxial
growth of ZnO nanoposts perpendicular to the substrate. The
diameter of the nanowires is determined by the initial par-
ticle size. A similar approach was used to synthesize uniform
silicon nanowires with a diameter of approximately 8 nm.92

Highly notable is also the successful use of nanoparticle
arrays as tools for templated growth of organic structures
such as carbon nanotubes,92,93 1D phtalocynanin
nanowires,68 and tubes45,68,69 with site-directed precision and
controlled density. These materials have great potential as
organic field-effect transistors or organic light emitting di-
odes. Interestingly, in the case of F16CuPc wires, the size of
the gold clusters was found to be critical for the growth.
Single wires grew only on particles larger than 20 nm in
diameter. The width of the F16CuPc structure, however, was
not influenced by the particle size.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The ability to control surface patterning and structure for-
mation on a nanoscopic length scale is a prerequisite for
many applications in biomedical and materials science today
and has become indispensable for future development in
these fields. Over the past few years we have developed the
concept of block copolymer micelle nanolithography as a
versatile tool for nanoparticle synthesis and nanopatterning
by pure self-assembly. The superiority of this method for the
production of nanopatterns is based on several advantages:
the ability to control the interparticle distance and the size of
inorganic nanoparticles with nanoscopic accuracy and the
possibility to influence processing rates. User-defined micro-
nanopatterned interfaces can be created using a combination
of micelle nanolithography and conventional top-down tech-
nology. In addition, these nanoparticle arrays can then be
transferred to flexible substrates such as PEG-DA.

Due to its outstanding variability, this technique repre-
sents a powerful tool for numerous applications. Hexagonal
arrays of gold particles may serve as anchor points for the
selective binding of extracellular proteins, generating an ar-
tificial biological environment. Since the particles are trans-
ferable from inorganic to polymeric supports, this approach

represents a valuable experimental platform to investigate
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the activity of cells in vivo with precise control over relevant
properties such as viscoelasticity, peptide composition, nano-
topography, and spatial organization.

Regarding materials science applications, metallic nano-
particles can be used as catalytic seeds for the deposition of
inorganic and organic materials, for the growth of nanowire
arrays, or as a masking material for thin film deposition.
Furthermore, such nanoparticle arrays can serve as a mask
for reactive ion etching, resulting in a nanostructured surface.
Such surfaces show reduced friction coefficients, a change in
wetting behavior as well as altered cell adhesion. Since the
intervals between the nanostructures can be tuned to be
smaller than the wavelength of the incident light, these struc-
tures have remarkable antireflective properties. Applied to
optical functional materials this approach represents an inex-
pensive straightforward method for the fabrication of highly
light-transmissive antireflective optical devices that can be
used for display panels, projection optics, as well as heat-
generating microscopic and excimer laser applications.
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